
Confront the Carbon Pharaohs/ Koch Bros: 
Pyramids & Plagues, or Earth & Eco-Social Justice? 

 
                                                                         

                                                         

WHAT:   PRE-HOLY WEEK / PRE-PASSOVER CLIMATE ACTION 

WHO:   Anyone concerned about the modern day plagues that are the result of runaway             

climate change – super storms, floods, droughts, food injustice, etc. 

WHEN:   Sunday, March 22, 12:45pm (a week before Palm Sunday and Passover) 

WHERE:   Gather at West End Synagogue, 190 Amsterdam Avenue (69th Street) 

WHY:   To challenge the Carbon Pharaohs of our day -- specifically the Koch brothers 
 

People of faith, faith leaders, and allies gather to call for liberation from the current state of climate injustice. Modern 
day Pharaohs like the Koch brothers use their top-down pyramids of enormous power to dominate, overwhelm and oppress 
human communities and bring Plagues upon the Earth; overwhelming floods, droughts, famines, super storms, rises in 
ocean levels and acidification of the seas, endangering us all – with a specially intense impact on the poor in America and 
everywhere.  And worse will come, unless we swiftly change from burning fossil fuel to an economy of shared abundance 
based on renewable energy.  
 

Together, we'll pray, act, and stage a street theatre action. 
 

Our traditions are rooted in moments like the present crisis:  moments when Pharaohs, heading top-down pyramids of 
enormous power and overweening arrogance overwhelmed and oppressed human communities and brought Plagues upon 
the Earth.   
 
Is the future hopeless?  No!   Our traditions tell us how, in those moments of Deadly Domination, bands of people, 
committed to the Holy One Who is beyond all rulers, and Who interweaves all life, acted to win Transformation.    Today, the 
sleeping giant of social change and healing for Mother Earth are the faith communities of America.  Fifty years ago and many 
times before, communities of faith changed our country for the better. 
 

Today we must awaken to that sacred task again.  
  

More info:  <http://www.interfaithactiononclimatechange.org/march-22-2015-passover--palm-sunday-action--nyc.html>  
Sign up:  <https://www.facebook.com/pages/Interfaith-Moral-Action-on-Climate/1465542860374945> 

 

Sponsors: 
The Shalom Center & Interfaith Moral Action on Climate Change (IMAC)  
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